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Space-Time Ordonnance of 
Mykhailo Boychuk’s and His 
Students’ Drawing

Annotation: The evolution of the space-time concepts of 
modernism is closely connected with the physical and 
mathematical discoveries and philosophical ideas of the 
late 19th and early 20th centuries. The article analyzes a set 
of factors that influenced the ways of embodying the four-
dimensionality of the time-space continuum in the drawing 
of Mykhailo Boychuk and his students. In addition to 
numerous works by Ukrainian art critics on the phenomenon 
of the school of Mykhailo Boychuk, the study is also based on 
the works of early 20th-century theorists Oswald Spengler, 
Pavel Florensky, Kazimir Malevich, Wassily Kandinsky and 
research by contemporary scholars on the problem of time 
in avant-garde art. The worldview paradigm of Byzantine 
culture, which underlies the concept of Neo-Byzantinism, 
defines space-time as a cyclical system closed in eternal 
repetition, which is separated from any dynamism and 
rapidity of Western European art styles. Thus, the temporal 
and spatial principles of Mykhailo Boychuk’s Ukrainian 
school of monumental art are fundamentally different from 
the dynamic mastery of the multidimensionality of non-
Euclidean space of most avant-garde movements, which 
emphasizes the uniqueness of Boychukism as a special trend 
of Ukrainian modernism.
The very desire to embody eternity, the reflection of the 
«motionless movement», the inner energy became the basis 
for the selection of world art styles, laid down by Mykhailo 
Boychuk as the basis of the concept of the school of Ukrainian 
monumental art. Given the nature of the reproduction of 
space-time, it is only a matter of transformation, fusion of 
the essence of the traditions of Byzantine, Ancient Rus, 
Ukrainian folk art, and primitivism with the features of 
the Proto-Renaissance, Ancient Egypt, and Ancient East. 
The ordonnance of the temporal-spatial structure of the 
Boychukists’ drawings is thus based on static styles, removed 
from the dynamics of the time flow. The unity of the space-

time structure of their drawing sheets is conditioned by the 
chosen proto-symbol of feeling, awareness and embodiment 
of the categories of time and space, which can in no way be 
replaced by another without losing the essence of cultural 
identity.
Key words: Neo-Byzantinism, Boychukism, drawing, 
Ukrainian drawing, time, space, space-time continuum.

Formulation of the problem.  The early 20th 
century was marked by the increased attention 

artists put on discovering and researching the 
means of representing the categories of time and 
movement. According to the Russian scientist Igor 
Turchin, «At the turn of the 19th and 20th centuries, 
when the avant-garde was being formed, there 
was a truly indelible greed for interpreting and 
reinterpreting the problem of time; it cannot be 
said that it was not given much importance before, 
but it remained unresolved, and in many respects 
unnamed» [17, p. 384]. The movement, which, in 
turn, is a derivative of space-time, emerged as a 
programmatic idea of futurism, and «The Futurists 
thus came to idealize movement as such» [22, p. 
209]. 

The evolution of Modernist space-time concepts 
is linked to scientific discoveries in physics and 
mathematics and philosophical ideas developed at 
the end of the 19th and the beginning of the 20th 
century. This connection has been well studied 
in the context of the formation of European and 
Russian art [3; 6; 7; 17; 21; 22; 23; 24],  but remains 
unexplored when it comes to the development of 
a unique Ukrainian movement of the 1910–1930s 
called Neo-Byzantinism (Boychukism). The space-
time foundation of their art is substantially different 
from the way most avant-garde movements were 
dynamically grasping the multi-dimensionality of 
Non-Euclidean space, which tells about the unique 
nature of Boychukism [13].

Presenting a concentrated idea of a future 
work, drawing as both type of art and overall 
foundation of art fully embodied the  complexity 
of the art movements’ evolution in the first third 
of the 20th century. A study of the peculiarities 
of the embodiment of space-time in the drawing 
of Mykhailo Boychuk and his students promoting 
the in-depth understanding of Boychukism as a 
unique trend of Ukrainian modernism.

Analysis of recent research and publications. 
Many Ukrainian researchers have turned to 
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the consistent study of the phenomenon of the 
Mykhailo Boychuk’s School of National Art, in 
particular, Sergiy Bilokin, Olena Ripko, Yaroslav 
Kravchenko, Oleksandr Fedoruk, Dmytro 
Gorbachov, Lyudmyla Sokolyuk, Olha Lagutenko, 
Myroslav Shkandriy, Vita Susak, Olena Kashuba-
Volvach, Myroslava Mudrak, Maryna Yur and 
others. Drawing as a component of the graphic 
heritage of Mykhailo Boychuk and his students was 
studied in the monograph by Lyudmyla Sokolyuk 
«Graphics of Boychukists» [15]. All surviving 
drawings by Mykhailo Boychuk were represented 
in the album-catalog of 2010; Yaroslav Kravchenko 
published a thorough selection of drawings by 
Boychukists in the album «School of Mykhailo 
Boychuk. Thirty-Seven Names» [9]. Important for 
in-depth study of the phenomenon of Boychukism 
was a large-scale exhibition «Boychukism. A 
project of Great Style», organized at the Mystetsky 
Arsenal in 2017. A significant amount of research, 
as well as representations of Mykhailo Boychuk’s 
and Boychukists’ works in catalogs, albums, 
materials of various sites, in the exhibition space, 
helped to identify historical circumstances of style 
formation, determine its ideological platform, 
formal and plastic characteristics and means of 
expression, its role and place in Ukrainian history 
avant-garde, thorough analysis of the creative 
heritage of individuals, etc.

The purpose of the study is to analyze a set 
of factors that influenced the ways in which 
Boychukism embodies the four-dimensionality of 
the space-time continuum – the cornerstone of the 
formation and development of avant-garde art; in 
tracing the influences of different artistic styles 
and trends, which are the basis of the syntheticity  
of Boychukism, on the nature of the discovery 
of space-time. We are studying Neo-Byzantinist 
space-time concepts based on the drawings by 
Mykhailo Boychuk and his students because 
these works «represented the fundamental 
characteristics of the Boychuk’s school – of the 
artistic method, style, and form» [15, р. 13]. 

Presentment of the main research material. 
Along with Cubist, Futurist, and other avant-
garde movements, there was a powerful school 
of national art developing in Ukraine – Mykhailo 
Boychuk’s «Renovation Byzantine». The core of the 
essence of the complex nature of Neo-Byzantinism 
was the imagery of Byzantium-Ancient Rus, 

whose philosophical paradigm determined a 
certain approach to the interpretation of time and 
space in Ukrainian art, different from Western 
European. The schism of the Christian church into 
East and West with centers in Constantinople and  
Rome, marked a distinction also in artistic models 
[25, p. 249]. According to the German philosopher 
of the early 20th century Oswald Spengler, for 
the Western European cultural paradigm are 
determined by infinite space and motion: «in 
reality there is only one true “dimension” of space, 
which is direction from one's self outwards into 
the distance, the “there” and the future» [25, p. 
172], which found expression in the construction 
of a linear perspective of the Renaissance. The 
desire to understand, comprehend, master this 
space – is, according to Spengler, «the problem of 
the Western, and only the Western, soul» [25, p. 
176]. Instead, the prime symbol of magical culture 
[26, pp. 239–272], which also includes the culture 
of Byzantium, is a closed cavern: «Not only 
world-space, but world-time also is cavern-like» 
[26, p. 238]. Byzantine and Ancient Rus art, thus, 
embodies the awareness of space-time as closed 
in the eternal repetition of the cyclic system, in 
which «everything has “a” time» [26, p. 238] 
and which is separated from any dynamism and 
«hurry» [26, p. 238] of Western European art styles. 

The basing of the Boychuk’s school on the 
natural fundamentals of the magical, closed 
worldview of Byzantine culture determined the 
general nature of the reproduction of space-
time in the works of Mykhailo Boychuk and his 
students, which researchers have repeatedly 
noted. In particular, Dmytro Horbachov noted 
«the space of motionless metaphoricity inherent in 
the paintings of the founders of Boychukism» [4], 
Lyudmyla Sokolyuk stated the understanding of 
«Eternity as a fundamental category that Mykhailo 
Boychuk brought up in his students» [15, p. 188], 
and Vita Susak remarked that «The simplest 
actions acquire from Boychuk metaphysicality, 
timelessness» [16, p. 44].

Most researchers put a focus on the synthetical 
character of Boychukist principles which combined 
formal and compositional characteristics of 
Byzantine and Kyivan Rus art, Proto-Renaissance, 
Modernism of the early 20th century, Ukrainian 
folk art, and peasant primitivism. Striving to 
create a Ukrainian school of monumental art, 
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which included, above all, the relevancy for 
creative synthesis based on the observations 
of generations, Mykhailo Boychuk consciously 
refused to use such successful variants of the 
national idea as  Ukrainian Baroque and Ukrainian 
Art Nouveau. After a long and deep study of world 
art masterpieces, the artist focused on static styles, 
removed from the dynamics of time flow, in which 
the nature of space is characterized by constancy 
and balance

As in the canonical styles of Byzantium, 
Proto-Renaissance and Ancient Egypt, as well 
as in folk art and peasant primitive, time and 
space are abstract categories and have, although 
different in nature, but equally quite a conditional 
embodiment. Thus, Boychuk avoided any 
manifestations of occasionality, instantaneity and 
temporality, and hence any reference to the flow of 
time. Based on these principles, on the opposition 
of the generalization (timelessness) of synthetic 
monumental art to the principles of subjectivity 
(synchroneity) of easel post-Renaissance 
naturalistic styles, is one of the main factors that 
determined the way of embodying the category of 
time in his school works.  At the same time, each of 
the stylistic movements of art that enriched Neo-
Byzantinism had its own special nuances in the 
reflection of the categories of time and space. The 
main difficulty in studying the ways of embodying 
space-time in the drawings of the Boychukists 
lies precisely in the synthetic principles of the  
Renovation Byzantine school.

Ukrainian avant-garde drew upon folk 
primitive and archaic art, approaching deep layers 
of folk art reaching up to Trypillian ceramic 
sculpture, Scythian Kurgan stelae, and idols of 
Pre-Christian Kyivan Rus. The national basis of 
Ukrainian avant-garde art, rooted in the art of 
Byzantium, was emphasized by the avant-garde 
artist Mykhailo Andriienko-Nechytaylo: «We are 
far from the clarity and simplicity of the classical 
era. Less significant distance that separates us 
from Byzantine art. The art of our time, like the 
abstracted Byzantine art, rejects anatomy in the 
structure of the human body, perspective – linear 
and aerial, realistic return of light and shadow,  
any imitation of nature» [1, p. 201].

Dmytro  Horbachov saw the roots of avant-
garde in «hopak and cossacks culture», claiming 
that «folklore itself kept the heritage of the 

Neolithic Age that the city had lost» [5, p. 11]. 
Renovation Byzantine’s deep connection to Neo-
Primitivism is recognised also by Olga Lagutenko 
[10, pp. 140–150], Oleksandr Fedoruk [18], 
Maryna Yur [20], and others. While discussing 
the foundation of his school, Mykhailo Boychuk 
also mentioned the mix of Byzantine art with 
«our nearly thousand-years-old pagan culture», 
claiming, however, that he didn’t have the «naivety 
to turn back to the practice of primitives» [2, p. 97]. 
In this context, Wassily Kandinsky’s remarks are 
interesting: «...the currently experienced penchant 
for the primitive can have only a short duration 
in its modern, sufficiently borrowed form», after 
all, «…doubt, as well as oppressive torment – a 
consequence of the philosophy of materialism – 
strongly distinguishes our soul from the soul of 
artists of “primitives”. There is a crack in our soul, 
and the soul, if it is possible to touch it, sounds 
like a cracked precious vase found in the depths of 
the earth» [8, p. 12].

The absence of the third spatial dimension – 
depth – in primitivism led to its own, special way 
of embodying the category of time. Unlike Neo-
Byzantinism, built on the magic of Christendom, 
the flatness of the works of primitivism did not 
contribute to the formation of a cyclical content 
of eternity. «The peasant is historyless (…) his gods 
are more ancient than those of any higher religion» 
[26, p. 96]. Accordingly, and primitive folk art 
belongs to the land, to spatiality, is fused with «The 
entire light-world, in which everything possesses 
the properties of position and duration in space» 
[26, p. 140]. Thus, the concept of primitive art is 
timeless, detached from the process of becoming 
(time), and is belonging to the become (space) [25, 
p. 95]. Essentially, this type of drawing is over-
emotional, metaphysical, generalized to the level 
of a sign; categories of space and time become 
abstract.

It is this difference in the interpretation of 
space-time by Byzantine art and primitivism that 
conditioned the subordination of the timelessness 
of primitivism to the idea of Byzantine eternity 
of Boychukism, after all, the complete removal 
of images from the temporal environment 
contradicted the basic principles of monumental 
synthetic art. It can be seen even in the drawings 
most explicitly connected to Primitive art: 
Oleksandr Sayenko’s «Cossack’s Duma» (1920) 
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(Fig.1), Yelyzaveta Piskorska’s «Rural Landscape» 
(1922–1923), Okhrym Kravchenko’s «Girl 
with a Toy» (1930). They have some features 
typical of Naive art: conditionality of space, 
form simplification, loss of proportionality, etc. 
However,  synthetic and monumental tendencies 
put in the foundation of Neo-Byzantinism don’t 
allow for putting these images outside eternity 
and outside time.

Due to its rootedness in the art of icon 
painting, Neo-Byzantinism was also associated 
with the Cubist interpretation of form and plane. 
According to Pavel Florensky, the first attempts to 
reproduce the presence of the object in time were 
made in iconography: «This is a non-perspective 
combination of the image of the profile and face, 
the front and back planes of the body, in particular 
the chest and back, at every step it serves for icon 
and miniature to transfer movements» [19, p. 237]. 
Thus, the desire of Cubism «to look beyond the 
pictorial object» [11, p. 39], embodied through 
the reproduction of time and motion, through 
«consideration of the phenomenon during its 
movement» [11, p. 39], combines its principles 
with the icon-painting tradition. The principle 
of inverted perspective, which depicted a larger 
volume of the surface than can be seen from one 
point of view, was also used by the Boychukists, both 
in traditional iconographic images of rectangular 
objects (Fig. 2) and in portraits. The basis of the 
portrait imagery of Boychukism was the reception 
of a combination in the image of two angles – 
three-quarter turn of the head and elements of the 
en face. We can see this interpretation of a three-
quarter position in Mykhailo Boychuk’s works: 
«Portrait of Mykhailo Grushevsky» (1900s) and 
many drawings from the 1910s like Portraits of 
Metropolitan Andrey Sheptytsky, «Girl», «A Man 
and a Woman», monochromatic tempera drawing 
«Male portrait (Mykhailo Yatskiv)» (Fig. 3). His 
students also used it: Kostiantyn Yeleva («Woman 
From the Crowd», 1921), Antonina Ivanova («Life 
Model», 1920s), Sergiy Kolos («Dream», 1920s), 
Maria Yunak («Fairytale», 1921) [5], Oleksandr 
Sayenko («Portrait», 1923), Okhrym Kravchenko 
(«After a Bath», 1930, «Dispossessed Kulak», 1921, 
«Girl», 1935) and others. Sometimes, Boychukists 
portrayed a nose in three-quarters, while a face 
was depicted en face, as, for example, Sergiy 
Kolos’s «Two Female Friends» (1920), Oleksandr 

Sayenko’s «Cossack’s Duma» (1924) – in the latter, 
a frontal face is fit in a geometricized square.

Researchers have spotted similarities between 
Boychukist works and the Ancient Egyptian 
art canon in how they interpreted images and a 
compositional structure [13, pp. 13, 175; 19, pp. 
22–26]. Boychukists did actually learn Ancient 
Egyptian art and implemented some elements 
parallel to the Egyptian canon: images of shoulders 
in the front, thighs in three-quarters, and legs 
in profile. They also used an array of means for 
composing a monumental rhythmic structure 
of space – like varying scales and rhythmical 
repetitions. However, the inner essence, the 
prime symbol of Egyptian culture expressed in 
a principle of a lengthy horizontal movement, 
a path to «the grave at its end» [25, p. 190] is 
fundamentally different from the idea of the Neo-
Byzantinist isolated cavern-like eternal time. 
Thus, we can draw some parallels between Neo-
Byzantinism and Ancient Egyptian art regarding 
their compositional principles but we can’t do 
so regarding the ontological nature of how they 
represented the categories of space-time.

The artistic character of the school’s most 
ambitious individuals impacted all Neo-
Byzantinists in the way they interpreted 
metaphorical generalization and built an isolated 
space-time. Dmytro Gorbachov, in particular, 
noted the introduction of dynamics in the works 
of «Young Boychukists» [4], also noting that the 
Ukrainian temperament is inherent by an appeal to 
the «game of chaos» in principle [5, p. 22]. During 
the first years after graduating from the Ukrainian 
Art Academy (1922), Oksana Pavlenko started 
adding the elements of real-life observations and 
presence in the «here and now» to a generalized 
and monumental character of Neo-Byzantinist 
images. A preliminary study attributes Oksana 
Pavlenko’s breakaway from the metaphysicality 
and timelessness of Byzantine imagery in terms 
of the temporal characteristics of the moment 
to a later period. Yaroslav Kravchenko notes 
the increase in the dynamics and expression of 
the image in the drawings of Oksana Pavlenko, 
beginning only in the late 1920s: «It almost 
abandons the monumental statics of the early 
years and only the tendency to generalize and 
the integrity of the silhouettes are reminiscent of 
the old approach» [9, p. 200]. Lyudmyla Sokolyuk 
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connects the changes in the artist’s creative search 
with the beginning of work with ceramics at the 
Mezhyhirya technical school: «There is a lightness 
of the line drawn by a pen, a brush. The line 
becomes light, mobile, performing not so much 
a pictorial as a decorative role. The influence of 
Chinese graphics can also be seen here» [15, p. 176]. 

Light and relaxed brush strokes allow for 
creating the energy of instant expression, 
expressiveness of a moment that keeps going on 
(the present continuous time) in the drawings 
«Misfortune» (1926), «At the Beach» (1930s). 
Colour spots and wide brush strokes (watercolour, 
tempera, or coloured ink) add some dynamics 
and energy of a moment in the drawings «Girls» 
(1923), «Female Friends» (1920s), «At the Cafe» 
(1927), «Portrait of Antonina Ivanova» (1929). 
The Impressionist instantaneity is embodied in 
the brush and ink sketch «At the Meeting» (1931) 
(Fig. 4): owing partially to the newspaper copy 
underneath and partially to the dynamic ink tone, 
there’s a trembling air mass that goes beyond two-
dimensionality. In Oksana Pavlenko’s works, the 
touch of the third dimension of space disrupts the 
isolation of Neo-Byzantinist eternity and fills the 
drawings with the energy of an ongoing moment. 
According to Liudmyla Sokoliuk, Pavlenko «added 
her own expressiveness to Boychukist graphic art, 
reflecting the spirit of age, of an era she lived and 
worked in» [15, p. 173].

Among the few Ukrainian artists who made it to 
art history as a draftsman, Vasyl Sedliar deserves 
particular attention. A unique «Expressionist 
charge» of his work, the beauty and expression of 
his brush strokes were compared to the artistic 
findings of Matisse, Dufy, and Marquet [15, p. 170]. 
Baroque [15, p. 162] dynamics of Sedliar’s line, 
with all its variability and energy, doesn’t disrupt 
the surface of a drawing, filling it with movement 
that intrudes into Neo-Byzantinist eternity instead. 
It’s especially apparent in peasants’ movements 
in «Picking Apples» (1928) and in characters in 
the illustrations for Taras Shevchenko’s «Kobzar» 
(1931). Combination of Boychukist eternity with 
dynamic energy gave birth to a unique impression 
of the movement isolated in the endless circle of 
repetition, the movement that is in a permanent 
state of beginning from the completion point. 

Conclusions. The way of interpreting space-
time is one of the fundamental factors in the 

formation of world cultures and artistic styles. 
The basis of the stylistic principles of Boychukism 
is the Byzantine «magical» worldview, which 
is characterized by the isolation of world space 
and time. The combination of several types of 
energy – internal, hidden in static rhythms, as 
well as accumulated energy of depth and time – 
causes a powerful synergistic effect of the art of 
Neo-Byzantinism, which is embodied in filling 
a colossal cavern-like spacetime of the magical 
worldview. This powerful energy of time is 
constant, not dynamic, it exist, is constantly, is 
inviolable, does not arise and does not disappear.

Parallels with art of Ancient Egypt and Ancient 
East drawn by many researchers can be seen 
in how Boychukists approached a spatial and 
compositional structure of drawings. The very 
desire to embody eternity, the  reflection of the 
«immovable movement», the inner energy became 
the basis for the selection of world art styles, laid 
down by Mykhailo Boychuk as the basis of the 
concept of the Ukrainian monumental art’s school.

Neo-Byzantinism as a whole included individual 
styles of artists who enriched the foundation of  
Mykhailo Boychuk’s school. In drawings by Oksana 
Pavlenko, Vasyl Sedliar, Okhrym Kravchenko, 
Kostiantyn Yeleva, Oleksandr Sayenko, Neo-
Byzantinist monumental and laconic character 
is combined with Impressionist, Expressionist, 
Cubist, and Primitivist features. Given the nature 
of space-time representation, it’s not only a matter 
of merging the national foundation of Byzantine, 
Kyivan Rus, and Ukrainian folk art tradition with 
other art styles. Regardless of their synthesis with 
other art styles, the integrity of the space-time 
structure in Boychukist drawings was derived 
from the chosen prime symbol that powered the 
way these artists felt, perceived, and represented 
the categories of time and space – the symbol 
that can’t be replaced without losing the cultural 
identity.
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А Н О ТА Ц І Я
Юлія Майстренко-Вакуленко. Організація часопросто-
ру в рисунку Михайла Бойчука та його учнів. Еволюція 
часово-просторових концепцій модернізму тісно 
пов’язана із фізико-математичними відкриттями 
та філософськими ідеями кінця ХІХ – початку 
ХХ століть. В статті проаналізовано сукупність 
факторів, що вплинули на способи втілення чоти-
ривимірності часово-просторового континууму в 
рисунку Михайла Бойчука та його учнів. Окрім 
чисельних праць українських мистецтвознавців, 
присвячених феномену школи Михайла Бойчу-
ка, дослідження базоване також на основі праць 
теоретиків початку ХХ століття О. Шпенглера, П. 
Флоренського, К. Малевича, В. Кандинського й 
розвідок сучасних науковців, присвячених ви-
вченню проблеми часу в мистецтві авангарду. 
Світоглядна парадигма візантійської культури, 
яка лежить в основі концепції неовізантиніз-

му, визначає часопростір як замкнену у вічному 
повторенні циклічну систему, яка відмежована 
від будь-якої динамічності та стрімкості західно-
європейських мистецьких стилів. Таким чином, 
часово-просторові засади української школи мону-
ментального мистецтва Михайла Бойчука прин-
циповим чином відрізняються від динамічного 
опанування багатовимірностей неевклідового 
простору більшості авангардних рухів, що під-
креслює унікальність бойчукізму як особливої 
течії українського модернізму.
Саме прагнення до втілення вічності, відобра-
ження «нерушного руху», внутрішньої енергії 
стало основою для відбору світових мистецьких 
стилів, покладених Михайлом Бойчуком в основу 
концепції школи українського монументального 
мистецтва. З огляду на характер відтворення 
часопростору, йдеться лише про перетворення, 
сплавлення сутності традицій візантійсько-
го, давньоруського та українського народного 
мистецтва й примітивізму із рисами мистецтва 
Проторенесансу, Давнього Єгипту та  Давнього 
Сходу. Організацію часово-просторової структури 
рисунків бойчукістів, таким чином, базовано на 
статичних стилях, відсторонених від динамічності 
часового потоку, а її єдність обумовлено обраним 
прасимволом відчуття, усвідомлення й втілення 
категорій часу та простору, який ніяким чином не 
може бути заміщеним іншим без  втрати сутності 
культурної ідентичності.

Ключові слова: неовізантинізм, бойчукізм, рисунок, 
український рисунок, час, простір, часопросторо-
вий континуум. 
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Охрім Кравченко. За пивом. 1933. Папір, олівець. 17,7х12,3. Національний музей у Львові імені Андрея Шептицького.

Іл. 3. Mykhailo Boychuk, Male portrait (Mykhailo Yatskiv), early 1910, tempera on paper, 31,6х23,2 cm, Andrey Sheptytsky National 
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Михайло Бойчук. Чоловічий портрет (Михайла Яцківа). Поч. 1910-х. Папір, темпера. 31,6х23,2. Національний музей у Львові 
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